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Facial Gymnastics These are most common isometric reduction exercises: one contract without creating movement on the face, putting certain muscles in opposition, and it is in different parts of the face. It can be practiced everywhere and regularly, allowing, as with acupuncture, the tone of the relaxed muscle (thus straining effect) and give a calm facial expression. Some Ayurvedic methods of yoga and
facial massage have the approach and joint effects of facial gymnastics and acupuncture. See an article about facial gymnastics Botulinum Toxin (Botox)It is an injectable allopathic drug that reduces (or blocks) muscle contraction of treated muscles. Reducing contraction leads to facials and therefore, progressive, wrinkles that are the last to cause. The obvious ease of this simple injection corresponds
only to the absolute accuracy required in the dosage of the product and the selection of points that will be pricked. See an article about botulinum toxin Full Viewpoint Acupuncture and Gymnastics person fully agree with integral rejuvenating medications. These are gentle and global actions at different levels (drainage, nutrition, stimulation). They current facial muscles and enliven the skin deeply for
continuous effects on the sythitis of skin tissues. It is interesting to combine them with more technical procedures such as re-surfing wrinkles or changing facial volumes by injection. It's also good facials. The injection of botulinum toxin is part of allopathic aesthetic medicine. Although the natural this toxin is still a powerful drug should not be put in all hands and be used sparingly. Today it brings impressive
and natural results if used well: by balancing facial muscles in general, rather than simply blocking specific wrinkles generating facials. Reasonable doses avoid natural movement and inexpressive frozen faces. indeed, these two muscle categories have the closest link between them in terms of location, origin, topographical situation and finally inertia. All these muscles are skins, that is, they have skin
inserts; head skins flow, through gradual differentiation, from primitive cervix to facial skins; The neck skin, originally extended to the entire face, still occupies the lower part of the neck in humans, and connects with many of its muscles, even those that cover the cranial arch; at last all innervated said the same nerve, the facial nerve, was born in hyoidal onion. Some German authors describe them today as
facial muscles or expressive muscles, acting to outwardly translate impressions, voluntary or not, of brain life. But this is, of course, only part of their function, not always the most important thing. We will observe: (1) that these muscles appear in the lower vertebrates around the natural holes they serve to open or close, for a purely utilitarian, inexpressive purpose; it is the movements of the ear, wing, nose,
mouth, in the perception of sounds, images, smells, food capture. Mimika is a later function derived from an organic function; it still exists almost exclusively in humans in the first months of life. (2) that even the most expressive muscles of the human face have a utilitarian action that takes precedence over the action of facial expressions; Thus, eyebrow-raising contract is more likely to protect the eye from
too bright light or against another body that threatens it, or to facilitate remote vision than to express reflection or anger. Most oral muscles work mainly for grabbing and chewing food, or for breathing, and buccinator, as important as a nourishing muscle, performs only well-worn roles as a physiomic muscle. The muscles of the skin are grouped around natural holes and act as extenders or narrowing of
these holes. From this logical classification, both topographical and functional. First, we will describe the neck skinner, the father of the other muscles, according to Gegenbaura; then we will divide them according to the senses to which they are attached; From there, the following groups: Muscle neck skinning. Muscles of the outer ear: front, upper and rear ear. Muscles of the eyelids: occipious, frontal,
pyramidal, oric eyelids, eyebrows. Muscles of the nose: transverse, nostril extender. Lip muscles: Risorius, large zigomatic, small zigomatic, surface lift, deep lift, cann, triangular lips, square, chin hops, buccinator, lip oricular, upper frisky, lower punctured. This website makes documents available only and only for information. They cannot replace the doctor's advice or the care provided by a qualified
physician, and therefore should never be construed as capable of doing so. © 2000 - 2020 imedecin.com This article is a project about anatomy. You can share your knowledge by improving it (how?) as recommended by the relevant projects. The intestinal muscle is a muscle whose limbs are attached to the deep face of the skin, subcutaneous, other inserts are often attached to the bone, which allows the
skin to fold, straining the skin, relying on a solid insert. It's not covered by the fascia. They are the ones that through repeated pull many times on the skin cause wrinkles and fine lines that form with age on the ever less and less elastic skin 1 In animals these muscles (which can be controlled selectively) play a role in bristling coats (or spikes in porcupine for example). In cephalopods, they can immediately
and reversibly change the relief of the skin, as well as activate or disable chromatophores (containing reflective iridocytes or iridophors (a family of proteins that, depending on their configuration, alter the effects of light they reflect, allowing the animal to communicate through colored patterns of its skin or mask themselves in the environment). . . . facial expressions and micro-expressions of the human side,
and especially under the lips 6 (which allow, for example, the forehead, eyebrows and chin. The face loses most of its ability to express feelings. They are studied by some artists through the artistic anatomy of the 10 skin muscle dartos of the neck, present under the skin of the scrotum (which is thin and devoid of subcutaneous fat and reacts, thanks to this muscle at the temperature of 11) the perpetu
muscle (or skin muscle of the penis Notes) and reference - Goetzetz P (2005). , herbal treatments. Herbal medicine, 3 (2), 77-79. - Ultra-sophisticated camouflage outfits inspired by squid, an article by Axel Cereloza, published on September 12, 2013, consulted on October 14, 2017 - Andouche A (2013) Study during the development officinalis of tagmentary structures behind colorful doctoral motifs (thesis,
Paris 6) - Marie DELERUE; Leticia MARNAY-LE MASNE;, Fighting Winged Insects, at national Haras (consultation June 21, 2020) - Castel-Corley, A. (2009). Study variations in muscle activity of facial skinners in the treatment of maxic and transverse deficiencies of the quadrangle spiral. Dental Orthopedic Review, 43(4), 471-476 Summary. Labbe, D., Benato, H. (2002, Oct. Lip resuscitation readings for
facial paralysis. In the annals of aesthetic plastic surgery (47, No. 5, 592-600). Summary by Elsiavier Masson. Bolander, CJ, Gay, R. (1987). The Anatomy of a Smile. Dental Orthopedic Review, 21 (1), 29-43.00. Varsky P - Labbe D (2008) Chin: Complex In the annals of aesthetic plastic surgery (53, No. 3, 262-266). Elsiavier Masson Summary - Vela, R, Carro, D.P., Faisal, A. SAMSON,. Palliative
treatment of facial paralysis. Review of Dentistry and Maxillofacial Surgery, 96 (5), 317-324. Bonnefoy, K., Dishan, D., Chihani, L. (2013/ 2015). Artistic anatomy in the prostheses of the face and skin muscles of the face and neck (Part 1; Part 2). Odonto-Dental News, (265). - Becmeur F, Bothorel B, Clavert A - Candas V (1992). Heat reacts to the skin scrotum in humans. Lerology, 2 (2), 48. A and B
Stormont T.J., Cahill D.R., King B.F. - Myers R.P .P (1994). Fascias of male external genitalia and perineum cells. Clinical anatomy, 7(3), 115-124. See also about other Wikimedia projects: Muscle Skin, on Commons Related Articles of Muscular Skin Dermatology Artistic Anatomy MicroExpress External Link This section is empty, insufficiently detailed or incomplete. Your help is welcome! How do I do
that? Bibliography This section is empty, insufficiently detailed or unconquered. Your help is welcome! How do I do that? Duckpe C (2015). Biomechanical study of facial mimicry (doctoral thesis, Compiegne University of Technology). Portal Medicine Portal Anatomy This document comes from . ». les muscles peauciers du visage et du cou. les muscles peauciers du visage
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